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The essence of American women’s struggle to play sports at a competitive level is 

that for decades the power structure of American professional and scholastic athletics 

simply didn’t think they should be allowed to play. The various institutions governing 

athletics of all levels sought first to prevent women from participating in sports at all and 

later to keep women athletes segregated and barred from playing on men’s teams or 

competing against them. They have justified this discrimination by citing various 

outmoded ideas of women’s mental and physical abilities, their perceived frailty, and the 

erroneous belief that keeping women athletes segregated from men provides a more 

suitable and more enjoyable athletic experience for both sexes. This report and the 

accompanying video, Outlaws Rising, examine the legacy of gender inequality in sports 

and its impact on the Austin Outlaws, a women’s tackle football team. 
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Introduction 

On a blustery Saturday morning in February a group of athletes gather on a 

diminutive and ill-maintained city park recreational field. They are football players, and 

their presence is unusual at a time of year when the Super Bowl is over and the college 

championship game is by then a distant memory. For football’s multitude of avid fans 

and players alike February marks the beginning of the off-season, a time to nurse 

physical injuries and to heal the psychological wounds of a season’s losses. However, for 

this coterie of players, February is less an ending than a beginning--the start of their 

preseason practice. It is a reawakening of competitive impulses, a renewal of team bonds, 

and a rekindling of the hope that glory and success will await them at season’s end. 

They run drills as any other football team would; hitting and tackling and passing 

and catching with coaches shouting orders and making tweaks here and there to players’ 

techniques. The disproportionate number of ponytails and long braided hair that flows 

from underneath their helmets contrasts with the players macho posturing. Their team 

name is the Austin Outlaws, but a more apt name might be the pioneers. The Outlaws are 

members of the WFA, the Women’s Football Alliance, a league of forty-two professional 

football teams comprised solely of women players. According to league policy the 

women play by the same rules that men do. They play on the same size field as men, 

which is one hundred-twenty yards long and fifty-three and one-third yards wide. The 

only difference is that the WFA uses a smaller size football to compensate for women’s 

generally smaller hands.1 

With their pads and helmets on they are an anonymous mob. The back of their 

jerseys may read Benitez, Hurd, Messina, or Wilke, but they are names without faces like 

                                                
1 Women’s Football Alliance, Bylaws, Women’s Football Alliance, http://www.wfafootball.com. 
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helmeted superheroes. Their secret identities are teacher, doctor, coworker or classmate. 

There is no standard shape or size.  The only requirement is they must be eighteen-years-

old, and they must try out to make the team. As Julie Wilke, quarterback for the Outlaws 

from 2005-2008, explained, “You’re around all these different people at the grocery store 

from all these different walks of life and jobs. And really the Outlaws as a team is that 

environment all brought together.”2 

Women’s tackle football is still relatively unknown to even the most enthusiastic 

sports fans. When people first learn about the Outlaws, their most common reaction is 

incredulity that the Outlaws have existed since 2000. Perhaps more shocking even to fans 

is that women have been playing football for decades. Females first took to the gridiron 

in 1926, playing exhibition games as halftime entertainment for The Frankford Yellow 

Jackets. The Yellow Jackets, were members of the National Football League from 1924-

1926, but abandoned the experiment after one season.3  

That the first women’s football game was played only a few years after women 

achieved suffrage is likely no coincidence. Among most socio-economic groups the early 

to mid 1920s were a period of personal freedom not previously enjoyed in the United 

States. Following the end of WWI many young people challenged the behavioral and 

social etiquette conventions of the time. Some women showed their disdain for the status 

quo by flaunting their sexuality while, according to the authors of American Women in 

Sports other women reveled in their physical liberation by participating in recreational 

athletics. The outrage that many Americans felt at women’s liberated behavior ultimately 

                                                
2 Julie Wilke, videotaped interview with author, October 2009. 
3 Sacramento Sirens, History. Sacramento Sirens, 
http://www.sacramentosirens.com/sswomen/sirenswomensfootball_history.html. 
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led to a repressive backlash and codification of rules effectively excluding women from 

participating in most sports.4 

Except for that one season of women’s exhibition games, the history of women’s 

football has been a series of fits and starts. Teams re-emerged in the 1960s but since then 

new teams and leagues have been starting and folding every decade.5  

While there is no direct evidence tying the feminist movement to the creation of 

the Women’s Professional Football League (WPFL) in 1965, it can be surmised that the 

players’ willingness to participate in what was called a “gimmick” league by it’s founder, 

Sid Friedman, stemmed from the new found liberation of the decade. At the very least it 

became permissible for women to play a contact sport and to be openly competitive, even 

if the players were considered oddities. According to the Women’s Football Association 

(WFA) website, there are currently two women’s leagues in America, the WFA and the 

Independent Women’s Football league (IWFL). The two leagues field about forty teams 

each, and approximately three thousand players in total.6 Football players make up only a 

small fraction of the number of women playing sports today. However, as a struggling 

sport, football continues to face many of the same challenges that limited women’s 

athletics in the past, as well as modern hurdles that hamper the ascent of female athletes 

into the ranks of the elite. 

In their quest for athletic equality women have faced three main barriers: social 

and cultural messages discouraging their competitiveness, laws and regulations 

preventing them from playing, and lack of economic support. These barriers have stifled 
                                                
4 Berlin et al., The American Woman in Sports, 18. 
5 Kantor, Stuart, “History of Women’s Professional Football,” The Coffin Corner, Volume 22. No.1 2000, 
www.profootballresearchers.org/Coffin-Corner/22-01-837.pdf. 
6 Independent Women’s Football League. About, Independent Women’s Football League, 
http://www.iwflsports.com/about theiwfl.php. 
Women’s Football Alliance. Who We Are. Women’s Football Alliance, 
http://www.wfafootball.com. 
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women’s natural competitive instincts and limited the cultivation of their athletic 

abilities. When these barriers are institutionalized by politics or rationalized with science 

they are more easily identifiable and assailable. More subtle and perhaps more insidious 

are the obstacles that are by-products of socialization.  

Prior to the sweeping changes of the Civil Rights Act many people believed that 

you couldn’t legislate thoughts and feelings. Critics predicted that any attempts to force 

equality would result in a backlash that would forever prevent men and women of color 

from achieving parity with the white majority. However athletics had already proven that 

you could influence the way people perceive others by requiring people to be treated 

fairly, even when they aren’t perceived as equal.  In his article for ESPN.com, Thomas G. 

Smith contends that prior to the passage of the Civil Rights Act, African Americans felt 

“sports were still leading the way toward equality.”7 

The history of African Americans in sports indicates why this is so. In 1947, when 

Jackie Robinson became the first African American man to play Major League Baseball, 

his accomplishments on the field helped change white America’s opinion of African 

Americans across the country. Perhaps more importantly Robinson’s success inspired 

generations of black youth to believe in their worth, to strive to exceed the expectations 

of others, and to eclipse the perceived potential of African Americans as athletes and as 

individuals.8 Sociologist and black activist Harry Edwards recalled, “My father always 

pushed Joe Louis and Jackie Robinson as examples of what we can do and what we can 

be if we demonstrate how we can perform with anybody else.”9 Advocates for women 

                                                
7 Smith, Thomas, “Civil Rights on the Gridiron,” ESPN.com, Page 2, 
http://espn.go.com/page2/wash/s/2002/0305/1346021.html. 
8 Rampersad, Jackie Robinson: A Biography, 179. 
9 Powell, Souled Out, 42. 
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argue that they will benefit similarly when they are given greater chances to distinguish 

themselves athletically.10 

The most extreme critics of sex-segregated sports argue for complete integration 

of men and women’s sports and the elimination of female only teams and leagues. 

However, Eileen McDonagh and Laura Pappano, authors of Playing with the Boys, 

suggest that the best outcome for women would be opening up male sports to female 

participation based on athletic merit, while continuing to fund women-only sports until 

the playing field is completely level and the gender gap is totally closed. McDonagh and 

Pappano contend this would allow the best women to compete at the highest level while 

still giving other women a chance to continue to learn their sport and improve their skills. 

They contend that most women would not be able to improve their prowess as efficiently 

if forced into coed teams or leagues. They suggest that in that scenario men would likely 

monopolize the playing time relegating women to playing secondary positions or worse 

spend most of their time on the bench if they made the team at all. Women need a 

guaranteed place to play and to hone their abilities without encroachment by men.11   

Increasing the numbers of women playing with men might look good on paper, 

but the reality is that you can seriously harm an athlete’s career if you force her to play at 

a either a level she isn’t prepared for or one she isn’t comfortable with. Although there 

are certainly women who can compete physically with men, it’s unlikely that a significant 

number of women will cross over to men’s teams in the near future. Considerable social 

pressure still prevents even the best women athletes from thinking they can compete with 

men. Ability to compete and belief you can compete are two very different things, and 

bolstering the psyche of women athletes is just as important as building their muscles.  

                                                
10 McDonagh, and Pappano, Playing with the Boys, 195. 
11 McDonagh and Pappano, Playing with the Boys, 27-28. 
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The route we take to closing the gender gap in athletics is debatable. Some people 

argue for incremental change while others demand immediate full-scale transformation. 

According to McDonagh and Pappano, what is not debatable is that the current state of 

women athletics is far from where it should be.12 Many experts, including Mary Jo Festle, 

the author of Playing Nice, believe the athletic bias against women echoes sentiments 

about women’s abilities to succeed in business or to lead politically. Eliminating 

institutionalized discrimination in athletics will help mitigate the discrimination and 

prejudice women experience in the rest of society.13 

                                                
12 McDonagh and Pappano, Playing with the Boys, 254. 
13 Festle, Playing Nice, 178. 
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Barriers 

If luminaries like Washington, Adams, and Jefferson are the founding fathers of 

our nation, then the anonymous women who toiled in the fields next to their husbands 

and the pioneer women who helped settle the American West, must be considered the 

birth mothers of the United States. The hard work of free and slave women alike filled a 

need for labor in the emerging economy of the fledgling country. As America 

transitioned from an agrarian economy to an industrial economy, the population shifted 

from the farm to the city. Americans found themselves with a surplus of free time and a 

diminishing amount of physical activity. According to Mariah Burton Nelson in her book 

The Stronger Women Get, The More Men Love Football, the result was a growing 

concern that Americans were getting soft. Athletics seemed just the thing to recondition 

the American body and spirit, while also reinforcing the puritanical work ethic that 

seemed to be languishing in the prosperous period before the great depression.14 

However, concern over the softening of America doesn’t seem to have applied to women.  

While the popularity of recreational and competitive sports rose sharply in the 

nineteenth and early twentieth century, the outlets for women’s athletic participation 

decreased. As economic conditions produced a burgeoning middle class, many of the 

nouveau riche sought to mimic the affectations of the American aristocracy. The 

consequence, according to McDonagh and Pappano was that a majority of Americans 

embraced the misguided Victorian notion of women as the frail, weaker, and lesser sex of 

the human species, despite historical evidence to the contrary.15 This philosophical 

change stratified gender roles and distanced America from its previously more egalitarian 

view of women’s abilities.  

                                                
14 Nelson, The Stronger Women Get, 18. 
15 McDonagh and Pappano, Playing with the Boys, 160. 
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Social Consequences of the Feminine Ideal 

The Victorian paradigm set the social conditions for centuries of gender 

discrimination in America and provided the foundation for women’s exclusion from 

athletics. Victorians saw weakness in the natural processes of women’s bodies. They felt 

menstruation indicated a leakage of energy and vivacity; they believed that a woman’s 

uterus was the weak point in a woman’s body.16  

In contrast, many Native American cultures viewed menstruation with reverence. 

In the matriarchal society of the Cherokee, women voluntarily secluded themselves 

during menstruation because of the spiritual power associated with their menses.17 But 

Cherokee customs, when interpreted through the lens of patriarchal Anglo culture, were 

often misinterpreted as male enforcement of women’s submission or weakness rather 

than a display of female choice, and an acknowledgement of women’s innate power.18 

In The American Woman in Sports, it is argued that this Anglo patriarchal 

perspective colored discussions of women’s abilities with notions of “protecting” them 

from their own bodies. In order to preserve their health, reproductive ability, and 

femininity, late nineteenth century American women were counseled against participating 

in strenuous activities.19 How could women possibly participate in sports when the 

natural functions of their body were in direct opposition to the vitality needed to 

participate in vigorous athletic activities? Conversely men were encouraged to pursue 

athletic endeavors to increase their vitality and reinforce their manhood. It was decades 

before it was acknowledged that women might also increase their health through 

exercise. The authors of Playing with the Boys, point out it would take even longer before 

                                                
16 McDonagh and Pappano, Playing with the Boys, 165. 
17 Perdue, Theda, Cherokee Women, 4. 
18 Perdue, Theda, Cherokee Women, 187. 
19 Berlin et al., American Woman in Sports, 12. 
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society would begin to accept what scientists and medical experts were learning, that 

although men are naturally larger and stronger than women, that does not automatically 

make them better athletes.20  

The legacy of the Victorian notion that girls “might hurt themselves playing 

sports” is that young girls’ competitive drives are often discouraged, as is their interest in 

athletics. This negative socialization may be the most insidious barrier with the widest 

reaching and longest lasting affect of any of the obstacles that stand in the way of women 

and their athletic success. According to Playing with the Boys, “Females are taught from 

a young age to check their aggression, curb their passion to play hard, and, above all not 

care about winning. Sports for women, is supposed to be social, for fun and fitness – or 

so has been the message. ”21 The result is that many girls don't even realize they are being 

denied an equal opportunity to play because their natural curiosity or interest in playing 

was quelled from the moment someone first took a ball out of their hands and replaced it 

with a doll. 

For decades, girls’ perceived lack of interest in sports created the illusion that 

there was no need to increase their outlets to play or to challenge the status quo of men’s 

dominance of athletic opportunity. Nelson maintains, the social message that women 

shouldn’t care about sports created an environment where most females in fact developed 

little desire to play or feeling awkward hid their curiosity.22 This created a culture in 

which women who expressed inquisitiveness about athletics were marginalized or 

ostracized for being outside the norm. In Playing Nice, Festle, suggests that even if 

women did have an attraction to sports this “otherness” probably discouraged many 

would be athletes from playing and certainly discouraged them from making the 
                                                
20 McDonagh and Pappano, Playing with the Boys, 52. 
21 McDonagh and Pappano, Playing with the Boys, 36. 
22 Nelson, The Stronger Women Get, 1. 
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sacrifices necessary to train and to excel.23  According Julie Wilke, the Outlaws former 

quarterback, 

There was more of an expectation in a smaller town that I can do sports that’s ok, 
but I can’t be too good at it, or I definitely need to focus on more roles that a 
woman would take on like being that cheerleader at the football game…. Boys 
would give me a hard time when I had a good game. If I scored a lot they’d tell 
me it was because I didn’t pass the ball. 24 

Festle further suggests that as women expressed increasing interest in sports they 

were admonished to remain ladylike and refrain from playing in such a way that it would 

make them seem too masculine.25 In it’s extreme the fear of the “unnatural” masculinity 

of women athletes evolved into the stereotype that all women who play sports are 

lesbians who want to be men.26 The stigma of being labeled a homosexual is enough to 

prevent some women from pursuing their athletic aspirations.27 Even women who are 

gay, may not be open about it. Some may fear that playing sports especially a “male” 

sport like football, might contribute to outing them before they’re ready. Other straight 

women don’t want to be labeled gay or mannish when they’re not. Lily Messina, center 

for the Outlaws said, “One year I bought a whole bunch of pink stuff. I bought pink 

sweaters. I bought a whole bunch of extra jewelry…in an attempt to make sure it was 

known I was feminine.”28 Although this stereotype indicates social intolerance and adds 

barriers for women, it may also indicate that women themselves are more accepting of 

difference than society at large. It is interesting to note that men may be more severely 

restricted than women when it comes to gay participation in sports. There is a 

significantly higher percentage of openly gay women who play sports than there are 
                                                
23 Festle, Playing Nice, 26. 
24 Julie Wilke, videotaped interview with author, October 2009. 
25 Festle, Playing Nice, 13. 
26 Festle, Playing Nice, 5. 
27 Feslte, Playing Nice, 283. 
28 Lily Messina, videotaped interview with author, October 2009. 
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openly homosexual male athletes. The breakdown depends on which sport you’re 

examining. Contact sports like football and rugby tend to have a larger number of gay 

women than sports like gymnastics or figure skating, which do not overtly challenge 

traditional views of femininity.29 An informal poll of the Outlaws revealed about 60 

percent of the women currently on the roster self report as homosexuals, while in the 

history of National Football League (NFL) there have only been three men who have ever 

openly declared themselves gay and all did so after their active playing careers were over. 

Describing his experience as a closeted gay player in the NFL, Esera Tualo said,  

The one thing I could never do was talk about it. Never. No one in the NFL 
wanted to hear it, and if anyone did hear it, that would be the end for me. I'd wind 
up cut or injured. I was sure that if a GM didn't get rid of me for the sake of team 
chemistry, another player would intentionally hurt me, to keep up the image. 
Because the NFL is a supermacho-culture. It's a place for gladiators. And 
gladiators aren't supposed to be gay. 30 

 Is there a correlation between the aggressive nature of contact sports and the 

number of homosexual women who play those sports? Perhaps, but there is no clear 

science to back up conclusions about gender and sports preferences or participation. 

Sports have historically offered a shelter for less feminine women and homosexual 

women. On the field most social pretensions or expectations about appearance or 

gendered behavior are secondary in pursuit of sports performance. According to Playing 

with the Boys, sports offer a community and a sense of belonging and purpose for women 

who find themselves on the margins of society.31 The simple fact is that more aggressive 

women are drawn to more aggressive sports and the same is true for men. Although 

sports should be a place of inclusion and a vehicle to gain confidence for young children, 

                                                
29 McDonagh and Pappano, Playing with the Boys, 187. 
30 Tuaolo, Esera and Luke Cyphers, “Free and Clear,” ESPN The Magazine, October 30, 2002, 
http://espn.go.com/magazine/vol5no23tuaolo.html. 
31 McDonagh and Pappano, Playing with the Boys, 189. 
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unfortunately athletics often becomes another wedge further dividing boys and girls into 

preconceived gender roles. Tomboys and less feminine women might find shelter on the 

field, but for boys who fail to show interest in sports or perform inadequately the scorn 

and ridicule they experience may further push them to the fringe of society. Nelson says 

for boys the message is clear that only sissies don’t play sports.32  

Women who want to play sports but can’t and men who don’t want to play but are 

forced to, all share the burden of athletics tie to masculinity. Not everyone is cut out to 

play sports or has an inherent desire to compete athletically, and their self-worth 

shouldn’t suffer because of it. As sports become more gender integrated the overt link to 

masculinity will dissipate freeing boys from athletic expectations and shattering the 

stereotype that only unfeminine women play sports. 

                                                
32 Nelson, The Stronger Women Get, 2. 
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The Fallacy of the Rules of Exclusion 

The anti-sports socialization of young girls reduces the natural talent pool of 

athletes making the emergence of superior women athletes rare. Those women who do 

excel are viewed as more of an exception than an indication of the true athletic potential 

of the gender.33 Discouraged from playing hard and limited by their lack of experience 

and training women athletes rarely lived up to their potential.  

For decades after the emergence of organized sports there was little reason to 

formally exclude women from participation because they posed little threat to male 

dominance. However, as women proved to be more athletic than expected and as gender 

roles were being challenged by free thinking women like the suffragists, men’s 

acceptance of women in sports reversed. The governing bodies of athletic clubs and 

organizations barred females, justifying their discriminatory rules and regulations with 

paternalistic concern for women’s well-being, based on the Victorian notions about 

women’s health.  

According to Playing with the Boys, protecting women from injury became the 

primary rationalization for excluding women from playing sports and continues to be one 

of the main barriers standing in the way of modern women competing with men.34 This 

rationale may have some validity in contact sports like football, hockey, and basketball 

where male players consistently seem to push the natural human limitations of size, 

speed, and power. However, even in contact sports, better technique can often 

compensate for physical limitations. Furthermore, these sports have multiple roles filled 

                                                
33 McDonagh and Pappano, Playing with the Boys, 215. 
34 McDonagh and Pappano, Playing with the Boys, 165. 
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by players whose vastly different body types give them a competitive advantage at their 

position.  

For example, in basketball, according to an NBA survey on player height, the 

average NBA player is six feet six. Point guards, who are responsible for advancing the 

ball up the court and do most of the ball handling, are typically a few inches shorter than 

the average.  Their smaller size gives them a lower center of gravity, making them more 

agile than their teammates who play the center position. Centers, who are usually about 

seven feet tall, play closer to the basket and rely more on their height and power to score 

by towering over other players or dominating their opponents with force. 35 Centers rarely 

dribble the ball up the court, typically don’t do well shooting jump shots or free throws 

and are usually the last person to return down the court in the transition from offense to 

defense. Centers are not regarded as the most athletic players. However, they are 

regarded as great athletes because of their ability to use their size to their advantage in 

contrast to the point guards who use the agility afforded to them by their lack of size.  

Football positions require athletes with even more varied body types. With 

approximately twenty-four different positions there are almost twenty-four different types 

of athletes who fill those roles. A running back needs to be agile and powerful. Someone 

shorter with a lower center of gravity might be better suited to this position. A wide 

receiver doesn’t need to be as muscular as a running back; height and speed are more 

essential. A quarterback is not typically the most athletic player on the field, but he/she is 

usually taller than the running backs and able to accurately throw the ball fifty yards 

down field. Hence size and power are not automatically an athletic advantage as 

evidenced by the different body types in contact sports.  

                                                
35 NBA 2007-2008 Survey: Player Height, http://www.nba.com/news/survey_height_2007.html. 
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Moreover, size and power do not guarantee athletic success. Take the case of 

Tony Mandarich in the National Foot League. Coming out of college, Mandarich was 

labeled the best offensive lineman prospect ever by Sports Illustrated magazine. He was 

considered a can’t miss pick due to his size and strength. He was drafted second overall 

by the Green Bay Packers and given a multi-million dollar contract. However, in college 

he played against weaker opponents than he would face in the pros, and his size and 

strength had masked deficiencies in technique as well as a poor work ethic. After only 

three years in the pros, Mandarich was cut by the Packers, cementing himself as one of 

the biggest busts in pro football history.36  

Even in a sport like football, supposedly full of sophisticated talent evaluators, 

people still mistake size and strength for ability to play. Just as Mandarich’s size 

advantage masked his shortcomings and ultimately hindered his development as a 

professional, the natural athletic or size advantage that men do enjoy in one sport may 

actually prove to be a disadvantage or at least a non-factor in another. In a sport requiring 

pure strength or size men may have a competitive advantage over women based purely on 

body type, but there are few if any team sports like this.  

And in some individual sports women’s smaller size is actually an advantage.  In 

equestrian sports men struggle more than women to keep their weight down. The lighter 

the rider, the less burden for the horse to haul around the track. Women have also 

outperformed men in long distance swimming, which researchers cited in The Stronger 

Women Get, believe is due to their higher percent of body fat. The body fat both insulates 

the athlete and makes him/her more buoyant.37 Even in some of the most physical contact 

sports like wrestling, women have outperformed men, a fact which has been attributed to 
                                                
36 Telander, Rick, “Tony Mandarich is Very, Very Sorry,” Sports Illustrated, March 09, 2009, 
http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/vault/article/magazine/MAG1152771/index.html. 
37 Nelson, The Stronger Women Get, 57. 
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women’s natural advantage in flexibility and their typically lower center of gravity.38 

“Thus the very notion of dividing athletics…solely on the basis of sex on the grounds that 

women are inherently physically inferior to men-ignores that some female group 

differences advantage women athletes.”39 

                                                
38 McDonagh and Pappano, Playing with the Boys, 61. 
39 McDonagh and Pappano, Playing with the Boys, 75. 
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Economic Impediments to Change 

The myth of women’s inferior ability coupled with the widely held misperception 

that women don’t care much about winning has economic ramifications. Women’s sports 

often fail to generate as much public interest, hence—and this is most damaging-- as 

much money as men’s sports.40 With the illusion of male physical and mental advantage 

fading and society slowly changing to embrace the idea of girls in athletics, the economic 

hurdle looms as the highest for women athletes still to overcome.41 There are two aspects 

to the economics issues faced by women athletes. The first is the lack of monetary 

support given to women's athletics. Economic inequality has roots in the past, but has a 

continued influence in contemporary sports both as a carry over of policy and as a 

lingering reason for the shortcomings of women’s athletes. Despite some progress in 

closing the monetary gap, it is not fast enough to make up for the years of disparity.  

From 1971 to 2000 participation in women’s high school athletics increased 800 

percent while during that same period the number of female college athletes rose 327 

percent.42 More girls may be playing sports, but are they given the tools to succeed? 

Women need extra support to bridge the athletic distance between themselves and males 

because while monetary support is increasing for women's sports, the price to train and 

compete is increasing even faster at an exponential rate.43 In men's athletics it used to be 

good enough just to be talented, but now even gifted athletes with recognized potential 

hire advisers at an early age to help package themselves to schools and agents. The 

                                                
40 Festle, Playing Nice, 262. 
41 Festle, Playing Nice, 278. 
42 McDonagh and Pappano, Playing with the Boys, 108. 
43 Van Riper, Tom. “What it Costs to Raise a Winter Olympian,” Forbes.com, February 01, 2010, 
http://www.forbes.com/2010/01/28/winter-olympics-training-costs-business-sportsmoney-olympic-
champs.html. 
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scarcity of money creates a vicious circle of athletic discrimination--preventing women 

from receiving training and facilities equal to men, which in turn keeps the level of 

competition unnaturally low. Consequently, interest in women’s sports is reduced, 

hampering tickets sales and limiting the viability of women’s sports as an outlet for 

advertising and corporate sponsorship, hence the availability of funds to advance and 

stabilize the progress and success of women athletes. 

Financing a season for the Outlaws football team costs upwards of $40,000 

depending on the schedule. The league remains stable, but many of the teams have a 

tenuous grasp on existence. Each year some teams fail and new ones form to take their 

place. This means from season to season the Outlaws don’t know who or where they’ll be 

playing. The farther the team has to travel for games the more expensive a season is, and 

if they make the playoffs, they need even more money.  Outlaws general manager Lily 

Messina explained, 

Much of what I do is start and end tasks. The players take on a lot of 
responsibility themselves, but I have to initiate a lot and keep us on schedule to 
meet fundraising deadlines. We don’t have an owner, and we don’t get any money 
up front. We’re completely responsible for raising the money ourselves.44 

 Just like the Outlaws, a lot of women athletes find themselves with multiple roles 

within their sport. They simply can’t focus exclusively on being the best athletes that they 

can be, because they must also promote their sport and raise money just to stay in the 

game. This takes energy and time from the focused training and support that male 

athletes expect as an entitlement.  It hinders women’s ability to perform and compete 

athletically. Nancy Martin, an offensive lineman for the Outlaws said, “If all we had to do 
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was work on practices, learning the opponents, learning our plays it would be so much 

easier, and I think we would be able to really excel.”45 

One of the greatest recent success stories for women athletes was the 1999 US 

Women's National Soccer Team's World Cup victory. That victory catapulted the 

women's game into the national media and seemed poised to mark a significant change in 

the way we view women athletes.46 Some of the players became household names whose 

celebrity eclipsed their accomplishments on the field. Many of these women used their 

popularity to woo investors and created the world's first women's soccer league where the 

athletes were all paid professionals. However after only three seasons, economic 

forecasts were not met and the Women’s United Soccer Association folded. The greatest 

challenge was an operating budget that far exceeded their estimates. In order to make up 

for the financial deficit caused by lower than expected television ratings and anemic 

game attendance, the league spent its five-year $40 million budget during the first year. 

Within four years most of these women, who were not only well-known but also highly 

respected as athletes, found themselves without a professional league to play in.47 

Meanwhile men's professional soccer founded in 1993 continues to thrive and expects to 

expand to 18 teams by 2011.48 The high cost of funding competitive athletics coupled 

with small fan bases and lower monetary support for women’s sports mean that women 

athletes are rarely on an even financial footing with their male counterparts. Just as 
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women struggle to break through the glass ceiling in business, they must also work extra 

hard to overcome economic barriers on the field.  

Lack of funding has been the primary economic hurdle, but with more women 

participating at younger ages and with increased performance and changing attitudes 

toward direct competition with men, a new economic barrier is emerging. Some critics of 

gender integration argue that by barring women athletes from playing on traditionally all 

male teams, they preserve the highest level of competition possible for women’s sports. 

The rationale is that keeping the best women athletes on female only teams and leagues 

raises the entertainment value of all women athletics.  In turn this raises the profile and 

earning potential of all women athletes.  

The economic fallacy of how this currently plays out in reality can be seen when 

comparing the money women’s leagues get with the NBA, NFL, or MLB.  These 

professional leagues have union negotiated minimum salary scales, far higher than the 

equivalent scales for players in the women’s leagues. Any woman, who can play with the 

men, can argue to get paid like the men. The same unions would protect their interests.  

In non-team individual performance based sports without unions, earnings are based on a 

person’s winnings rather than salaries.  In sports like golf women would likely experience 

a performance based drop-off in pay when compared to men. Although women can 

certainly hold their own against the men, even the best women golfers are likely to finish 

lower in the standings than they would on the women’s tour. Nonetheless, the higher 

profile they would have playing against men would still likely raise their yearly earnings 

beyond what they earn participating in women-only leagues, through endorsement deals 

and other opportunities like speaking engagements. 

The best women athletes might be better off if they play with the men, but until a 

significant number of women transition to the men’s leagues there will be little noticeable 
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effect on women’s sports overall. Then as the talent pool is siphoned off and the level of 

competition decreases, the women’s leagues will be in jeopardy. However, just as fans 

now pay more attention to international basketball due to the success of foreign-born 

NBA players, more people will likely turn back to the women’s game for the chance to 

catch the next big star before she makes the jump to play with the men. Women 

competing against the men will ultimately draw a higher audience to women's games and 

eventually increase the opportunities for all women athletes whether they choose to play 

against the men or remain in gender segregated leagues.
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Progress 

The history of women’s struggle to play sports is primarily a story of women 

fighting against the discriminatory rules and policies created by men, but there are some 

significant instances of the establishment working to repair the damage of past 

discrimination. The most well known effort at reparation is Title IX, which was a revision 

to the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Primarily, the Civil Rights Act focused on ending 

discrimination against ethnic minorities. According to Playing with the Boys, women 

were an after thought.49 It wasn’t until 1972 that Title IX was amended to the original act 

in an attempt to further legislate gender equality by requiring schools to provide women 

with equal access to academic programs. Title IX reads: "No person in the United States 

shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or 

be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal 

financial assistance..."50 Although Title IX didn’t expressly address athletics, it opened 

the door to women’s increased participation in sports. In exposing the disparity between 

men and women’s opportunity to play sports--it used the argument that sports are an 

essential scholastic program.51 The effect on scholastic athletics was not the amendment’s 

impetus, but it has become its most well known by-product, and Title IX has become 

synonymous with women’s athletics. On paper Title IX appeared to have invalidated the 

legal justifications for excluding women from athletics. However, Mary Jo Festle 

suggests that since Title IX was not written specifically with athletics in mind, there are 

many loopholes that have been exploited to exempt certain sports and keep them 

predominantly male.52 According to official interpretations outlined in the book Equal 
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Play, Title IX and Social Change, Title IX doesn’t require integration but instead 

mandates only that the percentage of women enrolled in school be reflected in the 

percentage of athletic opportunities available to them. Furthermore Title IX doesn’t 

specify equal access to all sports, but requires only that the numbers measure favorably, 

and schools do not have a definite time frame to achieve this percentage balance, but are 

only required to show progress towards this goal.53 

Title IX has a mixed legacy. On one hand Title IX created opportunities for 

women to play sports at a high level, which helped heal the damage done by the anti-

sports socialization females received for centuries. On the other hand, despite Title IX’s 

successes, many women still find themselves barred from playing their sport of choice. 

Contact sports, which in Playing with the Boys is a vaguely defined category including 

football, hockey, basketball and baseball, are not required to integrate.54 Most schools 

offer women opportunities meant to make up for their exclusion from contact sports. 

Instead of being allowed to play football, schools might have women’s gymnastic teams 

or lacrosse and field hockey teams which aren’t offered to men. According to Playing 

with the Boys, while the chance to play any sport is certainly important, the effect has 

been that some people feel women already have significant opportunities to play sports 

and don’t see a reason to challenge the status quo and integrate. They believe allowing 

women to play on men’s teams is frivolous and unnecessary, and that laws like Title IX 

have fixed all of the gender related discrimination in sports.55 However history has 

proven that while legislation may open the door to opportunity it is not a guarantor of 

equality. Sociologist Harry Edwards summarizes this point stating that equality is a 
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struggle for access, legitimacy, and power.56 Access is the only one of Edwards’ three 

foundations for achieving equality with a legal or rule based remedy. 

Critics of Title IX also point out there is a hidden cost to male athletes. In order to 

adjust the percentage imbalance and free up money to support the newly minted women’s 

sports, some schools have chosen to cut some less popular men’s teams. However 

according to Equal Play, a 2002 study conducted by the Commission on Opportunity in 

Athletics found that most of these cuts are either exaggerated or were caused by other 

factors.57 But perceptions persist and there is resulting bitterness among men that while 

Title IX may have provided women with opportunities, it may have stripped some men of 

theirs. In Playing Nice, Mary Jo Festle contends that most women athletes agree that their 

opportunity shouldn’t cost men the ability to play, especially when the cuts effect 

traditionally under-funded men’s teams and not major money-making programs like 

football, basketball, and baseball which carry disproportionately large numbers of male 

athletes at the college level.58  Former Outlaws quarterback Julie Wilke said, 

I view Title IX as great for women’s athletics, but it’s at the expense of men’s 
sports as well. While I want to see women’s sports be successful and have those 
opportunities, as an athlete, regardless of gender, I don’t like seeing others that 
then lose an opportunity.59 

Title IX was a useful tool in promoting women’s participation in sports and 

increasing their opportunity to play, but its effectiveness has not kept up with the pace of 

women’s improvement in athletics and their ability to play with men. The time is ripe to 

take the next step-- promoting direct competition while protecting the existence of all 

female teams for women athletes who desire to play in gender segregated leagues. 
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Because of its obvious flaws Title IX needs amending or replacement with a new statute 

requiring schools to offer women the chance to compete with men in all athletics. It 

should include contact sports like football, and be based on the merit of each individual’s 

athletic ability without artificial quotas or incentives, which could end up penalizing male 

athletes in the effort to provide access to women.  

The legacy of Title IX is not just evident at the collegiate level. The formation of 

the WNBA in 1996 with backing by the NBA created unprecedented support and 

opportunity for women to play sports professionally. Without the opportunity to 

showcase females’ athletic talent in high school and college it is unlikely that 

professional women’s leagues would have ever existed. While Title IX doesn’t fully 

compensate for the economic barriers facing women athletes it has helped to create 

economic opportunities where previously there were only obstacles. In 2007 the all 

England tennis club equalized prize money for men and women competitors at 

Wimbledon, despite criticism that women shouldn’t be paid as much because they don’t 

play as many sets as men in the tournament.60  

Legendary tennis player and current tennis analyst John McEnroe praised this 

decision saying, "There's probably no other sport, and very few professions in this world, 

where a woman can earn as much as a man."61 McEnroe might have been correct in 2007, 

but in 2010 Figure Skating World Champion and Olympic Gold Medalist Kim Yu Na of 

Korea out does her male counterparts in winnings and in endorsements. Yu Na is 

considered the most well-known celebrity in her country and its number one 

spokesperson. Her work pitching products as diverse as refrigerators to perfume earned 
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her an estimated 7.5 million dollars in 2009.62 Yu Na is not alone in capitalizing on her 

celebrity. Other women athletes, like Michelle Wie who was recently named 

spokesperson for the automobile company KIA, have been turning their fame on the field 

into monetary opportunities off of it.  

Great gains have been made in women’s opportunity to play and to earn, but what 

of their ability to compete against men? In 2003 Annika Sorenstam became the first 

female golfer to play in a men’s PGA tour event since 1945. Reacting to Sorenstam’s 

participation in the Bank of America Colonial tournament, male golfer, VJ Singh 

complained that she was taking some other guy’s spot and should go back to her tour.63  

Singh’s sentiments echoed others’ concern that for every woman allowed to play, 

a man must be displaced. Comments like Singh’s, though discriminatory, are defensive 

and reveal a lot about how much women athletes have progressed. Ironically Singh’s 

rationale against women playing with men—that it discriminates against men-- 

underscores male fear that the long-standing received wisdom that sports are segregated 

because women aren’t able to keep up  is simply untrue.  

Racecar driver Danica Patrick became the first woman to win a F1 series race 

when she in brought home the checkered flag at the 2008 Indy Japan 300. During her 5 

year Formula One career she finished in the top ten of the overall season standings in all 

but her rookie year. When she announced her intention of crossing over to the mega 

money behemoth of NASCAR racing in 2010, the reactions of many drivers mirrored 

veteran driver Ken Schrader’s assessment of her crossover “It can’t be anything but good 
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for our sport. I want to see her do good.”64 In 2006 Kelly Kulick became the first woman 

to earn a qualifying exemption in the Professional Bowlers Association. Her exemption 

allowed her to bowl in every PBA event the next year. Although Kulick failed to qualify 

for exemption in the following two seasons, the experience competing against the men 

prepared her for success on one of the biggest stages in professional bowling. Kulick 

qualified for and won the 2010 PBA Tournament of Champions becoming the first 

woman to win a tournament in the PBA.65 Billie Jean King, head of the Women's Sports 

Foundation, former tennis superstar and a pioneer of breaking down gender roles herself, 

summed up the impact of Kulick's victory: "Kelly Kulick's win…is not only historic, it 

serves as a motivational and inspirational event for girls and women competing at all 

levels all around the world."66
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Stakes 

Equality of opportunity should be cause enough to end gender discrimination in 

athletics, but there are much greater issues at stake. The power of sports as a tool for 

socialization should not be underestimated. Sociologist Harry Edwards says, “We have 

made no more progress in sports than we have made in society.”67 His statement can be 

interpreted two ways. On one hand sports reflects the characteristics of society and on the 

other hand sports and society are so interconnected that if you change one you change the 

other. The same strategies used to advance equality on the field can be used to promote 

equality off of it. Just as access to athletic opportunity was a critical first step towards 

minorities’ equality in sports, access to professional and political opportunities is a 

necessary first step in the women’s equality in society. Whereas Title IX addressed the 

primary legal barriers to women’s athletic access, the right to vote became the lynchpin 

by which women could begin redressing the wrongs of centuries of discrimination.  

However eliminating prejudice is a slow process. Access doesn’t automatically 

change perceptions. It’s what women do with their access that will ultimately end 

discrimination. As society becomes more comfortable seeing women compete on the 

field they will also become more comfortable with women filling other power roles 

traditionally held by men. The world has already seen women prime ministers, the U.S. 

has had women attorney generals, secretaries of state, supreme court justices, 

representatives, senators, and presidential candidates. When the United States does 

finally elect a woman as President, odds are high that she’ll have a significant athletic 

background. According to Equal Play, participating in sports and understanding their 
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appeal can help women cement relationships, bond socially and professionally, and fit in 

more easily with the existing male power structure, which will help women move up the 

corporate ladder and ultimately change the power structure from within.68 

There is a direct connection between playing professional or high profile college 

sports and business and political success. It is a simple equation of a successful sports 

career equaling opportunity elsewhere. Sports equal fame. Fame equals money. Money 

equals power and opportunity. Power equals influence. Influence equals the chance to 

promote one’s own agenda in business and in politics. From Teddy Roosevelt’s macho 

posturing to Barack Obama’s election-day basketball games, this country has a long 

history of politicians capitalizing on their sports careers and athleticism to create an 

image of their fitness to lead. Mariah Burton Nelson argues that as women gain respect 

for their athletic achievements they can parlay it into business and political success, 

which will help them to influence policies and laws designed to close the gender gap.69 

The 1963 Equal Pay Act states women should be paid equally without 

discrimination, but there is still evidence that women have not made up the gap in wages 

or opportunities in the workplace.70 While women have benefited from concessions like 

hiring and enrollment incentives, the result is a slow trickle of opportunity.  It hasn’t yet 

resulted in shifting of power and is not representative of the percentage of women in the 

workplace. If you believe that people are the greatest resource of any society, then a 

country that undervalues the contributions of women in the work force is under utilizing 

its greatest asset. Preventing women athletes from playing with men denies them access 

to the same tools and paths to success available to men. Hence women are prevented 
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from reaching their potential and as a result the potential of our country is limited. 

Women will contribute to the greater good of society by bringing diverse perspectives to 

the work force. As more women work and fill higher-level positions they will earn more 

money. As a result they will spend more on consumer goods, contribute more to social 

security and Medicare, and pay more taxes. According to an article in the Economist, a 

more open and integrated workforce benefits not only women’s earning potential, but 

also a country’s economic growth and stability.71 In Playing with the Boys McDonagh 

and Pappano suggest that sports can help bridge the gap in workforce and societal 

inequalities in the U.S. and across the world.72 Through excellence in sports women will 

create more opportunities to excel in society. As society recognizes the equality of 

women athletes Americans move closer to not only accepting the idea of the equality of 

women, but also treating them accordingly. 

 Athletics may be a physical pursuit, but sports profoundly change athletes from 

within. Inner growth is crucial for women not only to compete on equal terms with men, 

but also to be able to internalize that equality and really believe and act on it. Playing 

football has empowered some of the women on the Outlaws to leave abusive spouses, 

profess their homosexuality to their friends and family, or pursue educational and 

professional goals that previously seemed out of reach. Outlaws view themselves not as 

women playing football, but as football players who happen to be women. Before or after 

a game some members of the team might reflect on their role in the battle for gender 

equality. But changing society isn’t on their minds when they take the field. Like any 

other athlete their goal is to be the best they can be and to give maximum effort when 

called upon to perform. These are values learned in sports that inspire players to 
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overcome artificial limitations placed on them by society and to surpass their own 

perceived personal limitations created by self-doubt. As more women advance 

professionally they will be able to mentor younger women and perhaps influence hiring 

decisions. In sports this means that as women gain more experience as athletes they will 

eventually become the coaches, general managers, and owners who will one day be in a 

position to integrate women athletes into traditionally male sports like football. 
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Outlaws on the Field and Pioneers in Society 

“I can count on one hand the things that are really important to me, and almost all 

of them stem from football,” Lisa Waters73 

The forecast predicted a 75 percent chance of snow, something that only happens 

every five years in Austin, Texas. The players and coaches huddled together as much for 

warmth as for camaraderie. Plumes of vapor puffed from the front of their helmets. Teeth 

chattered. Breathing deeply brought coughing fits that interrupted the coach’s speech. His 

message was simple. Practicing with intensity now and pushing yourself harder, even 

when you want to quit, is the surest way to become a champion.74 

The players understood. They whooped and cheered, slapping their thigh pads, 

making a deep rumbling sound like charging horses.  Before they broke their huddle, they 

drew more tightly together and performed their call and response ritual that begins and 

ends each practice and game. “Who are we?” shouted one player. “Outlaws,” responded 

the rest. Three times they repeated this before dispersing. 

Leaving the field, the team became a collection of individuals, each with her own 

thoughts and reasons for suffering through the marathon of pain that defines the seven 

month long season. However diverse their motivations, one thread runs constant in 

conversations I’ve had with the players. They play because they can, because they’d 

always wanted to but never had the opportunity. For most of these players, football was 

not their first sport, but it may be their last. Many of these women are beyond their 

athletic prime. Their hearts no longer pump blood to their oxygen-starved muscles as 

efficiently as they once did, but their hearts now beat with more purpose than ever before. 
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They play to win games, but also to beat the odds and prove that women belong on the 

football field. 

In 2007 Lisa “Buzz” Waters was trying to beat an additional set of odds. She was 

trying to make a comeback back from injury to play for one more season or at the very 

least one more game. Most people assume Buzz’s nickname comes from her close-

cropped brown hair, but the five feet five, 135 pound former basketball player from 

Dallas earned her moniker by “buzzing” around her coaches trying to learn as much as 

she could during her first season with the Outlaws. Before her injury Buzz was one of the 

Outlaws’ most dangerous offensive weapons and the leading receiver for the team. 

However, Lisa’s athletic success came at a price.  

As early critics of women’s participation in sports predicted, injury is a concern 

for women athletes, but no more so than for men. Buzz was no stranger to injuries. In 

high school she broke a vertebrae in her back while playing for the basketball team, but 

that injury only sidelined her temporarily. Women were once taught that they shouldn’t 

be tough or that they couldn’t play sports. Growing up a decade after Title IX was passed 

Lisa received a very different message. From a young age her coaches taught her to be 

resilient and expected her to be mentally strong. During her first season on the Outlaws, 

Lisa’s shoulders developed a tendency to slip out and back into socket. It was 

excruciating, but she didn’t want to miss any games. Her competitive drive prompted 

Lisa to play through her injuries. “We were so impressed with Lisa. She just strapped it 

up and went out there and played hard. Her dependability meant a lot to us,” said Lily 

Messina, the Outlaws center and general manager.75  

Eventually her right shoulder stopped going back into socket on it’s own, so she’d 

trot off the field with her arm dangling by her side, and a teammate would hold her up as 
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someone else yanked hard on her arm to snap it back into place. This scene repeated itself 

with so much frequency that it stopped alarming the other players. Then one day this 

procedure didn’t work. Her arm hung limp, it just wouldn’t respond.  

Lisa elected to have surgery so she could save her football career. It was supposed 

to be a simple arthroscopic procedure. However, when Lisa awoke from the anesthesia, 

the sharp pain in her shoulder wasn’t the dull ache she had expected.  

When her surgeon, Dr. Doug Elenz, visited her in the recovery room she found 

out why. Dr. Elenz explained that he had to do more repair work to her shoulder than he 

had anticipated. The inside of Lisa’s shoulder was too shredded by having been 

repeatedly forced back into socket, and there were not enough viable tendons to 

successfully complete the procedure. Instead Dr. Elenz made it clear that he had had to 

graft her shoulder together –an operation that was both more invasive and more painful.  

Then the hardest news of all came: Dr. Elenz advised Lisa to give up sports or 

risk lifelong complications with her shoulder. “When he told me that I couldn’t have a 

future in sports anymore my brain just shut down and didn’t accept that. And I decided I 

would prove him wrong. I’d be different. I’d be that story that he told people,” Lisa 

said.76  

So Buzz began a grueling a regimen of rehabilitation for her reconstructed 

shoulder. Just as she predicted, she did exceed her doctor’s expectations. Dr. Elenz 

cautiously cleared her to play but warned, 

You have to put it into perspective, although she loves football she also needs to 
have a shoulder, two shoulders that last a lifetime…Yes you can play but first of 
all you have some limitations…and even despite that you might dislocate it and 
might need more surgery.77 
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Although Lisa was relieved that she could try to play football again, the reality 

that re-injuring her shoulder would be the end of her football career distressed her. “If it 

ever happened in a game, and I knew that was it, they’d have to drag my ass off the field. 

I wouldn’t leave. I don’t know what I’d do without it,” Buzz said through her tears.78 

Lisa didn’t let the danger of re-injury dissuade her from returning to the field. Her 

fear of living with the regret of not trying was greater than her fear of failure. While 

Lisa’s coaches welcomed her back to the team, they had some trepidation about her 

intentions to play again. Coach Bobbie James said, “We want to have Lisa out there 

because she’s our best receiver, but I’m not sure if the price she’ll pay if she gets injured 

is worth it.”79  

However, Lisa was cautious about her return, and though she practiced with the 

team for the entire preseason, she limited her participation by sitting out during the 

contact drills that would have compromised her shoulder. Instead, she did conditioning 

drills like calisthenics, sit-ups, and running while her teammates slammed into tackling 

dummies and each other. She was thankful that her coaches allowed her the freedom to 

make her return on her own terms and schedule, but at times she worried that their 

consideration might be seen as preferential treatment and isolate her from her teammates. 

However, most of the players understood that it might take only one hit or one awkward 

fall to cut her comeback short, and if it was going to happen, Buzz wanted it to be in a 

game when it counted.  

The first home game of the season was also Lisa’s first game back from her 

injury. Buzz arrived at the stadium several hours before the 7:00 pm kick-off. Before this 

first test of her reconstructed shoulder, she had some extra preparation to do. She had just 

                                                
78 Lisa Waters, videotaped interview with author, March 2007. 
79 Bobbie James, videotaped interview with author, March 2007. 
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gotten a new shoulder brace meant to limit the movement of the shoulder and protect it 

from injury, but Buzz didn’t have time to get it fitted before the game. After a few rounds 

of adjusting and re-adjusting the brace, including drilling out some smaller than expected 

holes, she got it on and attached it to her shoulder pads.  

Lisa was concerned that the brace would restrict her arm movement so much that 

she wouldn’t be able to effectively catch the ball. If she couldn’t catch, she’d be nothing 

more than a decoy on the field, and that wasn’t part of her comeback plan. So Buzz went 

outside with one of the quarterbacks to test it out by catching a few passes. Lisa was not 

happy with the result. She couldn’t raise her arm, so she decided to loosen up the brace 

for better movement even though that reduced the brace’s effectiveness. Satisfied that she 

achieved a good balance between protection and mobility, Lisa headed back into the 

locker room for the pre-game talk from team chaplain, Misha Ben-David. Ben-David 

reminded the players that as they prepared to play the game they were also preparing to 

become a part of history. 

You have no idea how the people around you are perceiving you and perceiving 
what you’re doing here. You have no idea the profundity of what you’re doing 
here. You’ll probably never live to see it, but I’m absolutely totally convinced that 
there are people in this room that a hundred years from now there’s going to be 
women athletes who’re going to know your names. You are serving notice that 
you will not be under sold, and you will not be underrated, and you will not be 
marginalized anymore.80 

Most of the Outlaws withdraw within themselves during the moments leading up 

to the game. For some it is a time to calm nerves. Rookie, Nancy Martin, described her 

feelings, 

Sitting in the locker room knowing that we were getting ready to go out on that 
field and play our first game, that the woman across from me was not going to be 
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a woman on my team, that I needed to hit her as hard as I could to really move her 
out of the way, scared the crap out of me.81  

For others it was time to psyche one’s self up and to prepare to willingly sacrifice 

their body for the good of the team over the next three hours. For Buzz, it was an 

accumulation of all of her hard work and sacrifice over the past six months, and it was an 

emotional catharsis as she was about to learn if the risk to her shoulder was truly worth 

the rush of playing again. A mixture of fear, relief, and adrenaline brought a rush of tears 

to her eyes just before Ben-David concluded his talk and began a pre-game prayer. “God 

we thank you for this day, we thank you for this time…and we thank you for this chance 

to play the greatest game in the universe which is football.” 82 

As she burst from the locker room Lisa’s quiet reflection turned to joy. During the 

Outlaws’ introduction Lisa cheered as the other players were announced, and when her 

name was called she lifted her helmet up in the air to acknowledge the applause from the 

crowd.  

From the stands Lisa appeared to be like any other player. Few if any fans knew 

about her injury history. While those in attendance may have understood the social 

importance of women playing football, most did not recognize the personal significance 

of Buzz’s return. Lisa’s mother, who never got a chance to play football, was one of 

Lisa’s chief motivations for making a comeback. As long as she was physically able, 

Buzz wanted to compete in honor of those who couldn’t. Buzz’s comeback was a victory 

over physical limitations, but it was more than that. Lisa’s return was a triumph of a 

woman’s right to determine what was best for her body and her spirit; a right that women 

haven’t always had.  

                                                
81 Nancy Martin, videotaped interview with author, October 2009. 
82 Misha Ben David, videotaped footage by author, April 2007. 
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The young girls who were in the stadium probably didn’t see an embodiment of 

the progress in gender equality. They were just there to watch a game that many of them 

dreamed of playing themselves--something made possible by teams like the Outlaws. 

Nancy Martin also dreamed of playing football as a little girl. In 2009, at age forty-nine, 

she finally got her chance when she joined the Outlaws, and one of her biggest thrills 

since making the team has been telling little girls that they’ll get their chance to play too. 

Martin said, “When I talk to young girls and they say wow you play football. I say yeah, 

and you can too.”83  

Just before kick-off Lisa spotted a friend in the bleachers. She waved to her and 

then smiled big because one more person was there to share in her accomplishment. 

However, the question remained, how would she perform. 

The game began with the Outlaws on defense, but after a quick three plays by the 

Gulf Coast Herricanes, the Outlaws got the ball. They scored on their first offensive play 

of the season when their running back, a former track star, Shadana Hurd, broke a long 

run down the sideline, leaving everyone behind her and walking into the end zone 

untouched.  

Lisa was on the field, but the only work out for her shoulder was the celebratory 

high-five she gave Shadana. Lisa would have to wait for another chance to test her 

shoulder. The Outlaws’ defense dominated again, and Buzz was soon on the field again 

and only a few downs away from two defining moments in her comeback. 

Driving down field the Outlaws spread into a pass formation. Buzz was on the left 

side. Lined up across from her was a player that probably outweighed her by fifteen 

pounds. The center snapped the ball, and Lisa had to push past the defender before she 

could run free. Buzz cut to the middle, her defender followed her, but Lisa turned quickly 
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and headed back towards the sideline. The defender was caught off guard, and Lisa put 

some distance between them. The quarterback, Julie Wilke, saw Lisa breaking away. She 

fired the ball toward Buzz, but the pass was slightly overthrown.  

As Lisa reached up for the ball she slowed up just enough for the defender to 

catch up with her. Their feet got tangled up and Lisa tripped. She hovered in the air with 

her arm outstretched to break her fall. She spiraled down like a boxer hit with a knockout 

punch. However, her twisting was deliberate. Lisa was trying to protect her bad shoulder 

by falling so it wouldn’t take the majority of the impact. But there was not enough time, 

and she landed hard on her shoulder.  

The crowd cheered even though the ball fell to field uncaught because the 

defender was penalized for interfering with Lisa’s effort to catch the ball. But Buzz lay 

on the ground a moment longer than usual and though the home crowd was happy, the 

players were not. The Outlaws were silent and held their breath waiting to see if Lisa 

could get up. Lisa pulled herself to her knees and slowly stood. She flexed the shoulder 

and put her hand under her jersey as if she was probing for an injury, but she was only 

adjusting the brace and her pads. The fall knocked the wind out of her, but her shoulder 

held up to its first fall. Lisa didn’t feel any pain, so she headed back to the huddle. 

Two plays later Buzz lined up on the right side, and at the snap she shot past her 

defender who released her and let her down field probably because she expected help 

from another player. However, instead of picking up Lisa, the safety charged to the line 

of scrimmage to defend what appeared to be a running play. Buzz ran free down the 

sideline. The running back, Shadana Hurd, pulled up and lofted a floating pass toward 

Lisa who stood alone in the corner of the end zone.  

Buzz waited for the high pass to come down and for the defenders to realize their 

mistake and make a play on the ball. But the Herricanes didn’t recover, and the ball fell 
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right into Lisa’s hands. In that instant Lisa’s journey back was completed. She not only 

made it back onto the field, but she made it back to top form. The Outlaws won the game, 

but for Lisa the real victory was being able to play one more game. “If I don’t play any 

other games that’s ok because everybody gets hurt at some point during the season. I 

followed my heart and that’s got to pull the cart because I like the way that feels,” Lisa 

said.84 

Buzz finished the year without re-injuring her shoulder. After proving that she 

could battle back from injury she decided to retire and pursue a different kind of 

challenge; law school. Lisa has no doubt that the tenacity she learned in football will help 

her in school and ultimately in her career. Sports may no longer be a prominent part of 

her life, but her athletic background will always make up a large part of who she is as a 

person. She is proud of her personal athletic accomplishments, but she is even more 

proud of helping to pave the way for future generations of women to play football.  

Thanks to Buzz, the rest of the Austin Outlaws, and other women like them, there is one 

less thing that women “can’t” do. Now when we tell little girls that they can do anything 

they want to when they grow up, we are on step closer to telling the truth. 

                                                
84 Lisa Waters, videotaped interview with author, April 2007. 
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